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The purpose of the present study is to evaluate profit organizations’ financial tools development strategy in order to find limits. These limits can help the strategy to organize development internationally and locally without solving crises with negative effect. The study found out that there were negative outcomes because profit organizations were ignorant of their responsibility and were revenue oriented without considering the balance between their aims and that of their countries. This leads to weak monetary and financial policies. Islamic profit companies (as a case study) avoid interest with bad effects, being ignorant of one’s responsibility and negative effects on countries’ aims, by applying fixed and flexibility rules. Limits can speculate dealing and stages of financial tools life cycle. But this is not enough; there must be fixed and flexibility rules decided by law in addition to rules that control economic sectors for protection of communities. It is suggested that development be controlled up by contract conditions, which must be practical as Islamic companies share their account.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Budget management gives idea about changes of economic. Financial managers must try to understand the economic framework and be alert about the consequences of varying levels of economic activity and changes in economic policy; they must also use economic theories as guidelines for efficient business operation. Financial decisions should be made and actions taken only if there would be added benefits that exceed the added cost (Lawrence, 2000). Profit organization aims to make great net profit even in limited time or to increase their assets value. Some organizations can make their sales in other countries to avoid sales tax, increase their sales price or reduce currency risks. When producing goods, costs need to be decreased. There may be increase in price of inter goods during production. Developing financial tools gives way to keep inter goods price in suitable price. Rather than storing entering goods, options or future contracts can be made to reduce cost. The problems come in two ways: first, options or future contract give right to make deal in future, but there will be no deal at the time of making the contract. Second: there is speculation on these rights without owning goods. Selling one’s rights to another leads to ignorance.

The problem

The problem is profit organizations want to achieve revenue as much as possible within a limited time by
developing financial tools strategy. This strategy can be affected by the monetary policy or financial policy of the country on its possible revenue. Rapid development is more than covering rules. This problem can be cleared by these questions:

1. Can profit organizations’ financial tools development strategy (with negative and positive effects) be evaluated at suitable time?
2. Can profit organizations’ negatives effects be limited and its positives effects be increased?
3. How can we manage profit organizations’ economic crises up to standards and practically control their account?

The importance

At this time, it is important to find the problems of developing financial tools which culminate to crises. This study discusses standards for achieving three aims which are social responsibility, aims of financial policy and monetary policy in order to limit negative effects and direct development to make crises have positive effects. It helps to balance the aims of profit organization and social responsibility, financial policy aims and monetary policy in the country. Also it shows the ways of balancing profit organizations with their countries’ aims or to avoid bad effects by creating standards and controlling account.

Objectives

The main objectives of this paper are,

1. To find positive effect of developing financial tools.
2. To find negative effect of developing financial tools.
3. To limit developing financial tools effects in order to increase positive effects and reduce negative effects as a way to solve crises.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Pedro and Erwan (2010) show that there is a strong statistical relationship between financial development and economic development. This is often presented as evidence that financial development causes economic development by promoting investment and making allocation of resources more efficient (Thomas, 2011).

Center bank decides that monetary policy must agree on assets development or improvement in banks because it is important to save in own country than migrating to other countries. Jean et al. (2011) cleared the relation between company’s decision and financial policy. As private companies decide their cash holding policies and dividend payment up to market expectation, if countries increase their expenses amount as aids to people, this would encourage companies to get payments in cash more quickly.

Some other studies concentrated on the importance of social responsibility; like Mc Kinsey (2010) who found that corporate social responsibility contributes positively to long term shareholders’ value and helps their companies to build strong reputation. Chatterji et al. (2009) found poor social responsibility leads to sell outs of companies’ shares by large investment fund which decreases companies’ financial performance. David (2012) studied the effect of investors’ relations and firms’ news on stock prices. It affects returns and media coverage. Nestlin et al. (2006) found that retaining customer is key drive of profit firms. So he recommended that it is important for profit firms to build predictive model for customers’ real needs.

On the other hand, some studies showed conflict between some countries’ aims and their companies’ aims. Other studies concentrated on solving deficit problems affecting citizens; an example is Ahmad (2003). He aims to analyze general budget by correcting economic policy. He found that reducing of current expenses, obligating price on essential products produced by local company and increasing tax besides encouraging foreign companies were not successful. It makes local companies weak and increases deficit. There were many studies that tried to apply Islamic economic rules to avoid negative effect of developing financial tools; like Ahmed (1998) who aims to study budget deficit in order to find solution. From his result, Ahmad suggested integration with other countries and using solutions from Islamic economic system as rules to organize companies’ aims and countries’ policies. Abdullah (2006) studies Islamic standards of developing financial tools. He found that standards can overcome effect if interest is equal to zero, ignorance is avoided and if there is no unfair pricing and damaging of individuals or community rights. This can be if fixed rules are applied to any dealing like selling, leasing and sharing and other flexibility rules which take care of companies’ environment.

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF PROFIT ORGANIZATION’S FINANCIAL TOOLS DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

Studies of Holzach (1985) and David (1985) encourage that developing financial tools should concentrate on banking. It is the base for developing services and goods. Banks may develop their services which relate to financing or investing by improving steps of services, producing some services as one or making new service (Midan, 1988). Developing or improving products has advantages; it is just like increasing quality to make it
similar to competitors’ products or solving clients’ problems; it could involve giving unique benefit to client or establishing standards better than that of other competitors. As profit organizations work in open environment their financial tools face changes. Life cycle stages show tools pricing with their risks (Zeithaml and Bitner, 2000) (Table 1).

Profit organizations use resources to produce products. If there is increase in tax in their country, profit organizations would face this by many ways. They include reducing workers, leaving the country or developing financial tools to make cost suitable. These solutions will affect the country negatively. Reducing worker will decrease workers’ income and increase country’s expenses to help these workers. Leaving the country makes the country lose its tax returns. Derivatives have two sides: it can reduce cost and can lead to ignorance especially in speculation. It may give high price just because of speculation demand for future expectation. This means losing investment and savings. By developing financial tools, profit organizations finance their assets. It can get loan for long time by selling bonds, can get loan from banks, can finance its needs by sharing with other shareholders or it can buy on credit from other companies. Every way has positive and negative effect (Table 2).

As selling of debts is possible, there is way to make unusual return because of speculation. It can be increase demands by increasing bond return or guarantee or increasing of bond currency price. Financial tools can control expected risk. Mortgage crisis, as an example, is developing of loans dealing. Banks get loan interest as profit. It can increase profit by developing loan contract to be bond. This increases flexibility to get liquidity and makes other profits by speculation. Speculation demand can be increased to get other profits by increasing the international credit rating up to grantees. Other profits can be got by increasing asset evaluation which is financed by loan. Bonds mortgage price can be changed to interest rate, assets price and grantee value. These lead to ignorance. Fast dealing and amount of demand increase expected profit until bonds’ real value is discovered. The crises came after creditors had preferred to lose mortgage to buy in debts.

**LIMITS OF ACCEPTING DEVELOPING FINANCIAL TOOLS**

Limits are important to control and direct developing financial tools. Profit organizations have ability to improve or develop financial tools to meet their aims. But due to its negative effect on countries, developing financial tools have to be controlled by law. This is important to make direct investment in different economic sectors successful. As development has positive effect, a country can direct it to solve economic or financial crises. It can use developing financial tools as tools for its monetary policy or financial policy. It can also use limits to control or direct development. There are limits to increase the advantages of developing financial tools and reducing disadvantages. It is important to relate profit organizations to growth of economic sector and countries’ international relationship. Therefore, foreign profit organizations’ loss could lead to bad relation between countries. There are many limits to complex environment changes. Limits may lead to the acceptance of tools in the market or may lead to dealing with tools. Using one of the developing financial tools means there are legal duties and rights that must be done in any contract. Steps and procedures of contract must be made clear to dealers for them to know the rights or duties to apply. Contract can be done manually or by machines such as using internet. Buying bonds from financial market shows the importance of knowing the steps of buying and selling. All dealers must evaluate bonds price, risks and legal way to manage risk. This helps to turn sellers’ duties to buyer’s debts and interest in future. Every profit organization has resources, life cycle and products life cycle. Therefore, as it develops its product to meet customers’ need, it faces the problems of making profit and having the ability to indulge in competition.

**Case study: Evaluating profit organizations’ financial tools development strategy to manage stocks speculations crises by Islamic companies**

Stocks speculations crises come as a result of ignorance, interest and loss of responsibility. Ignorance leads to increased speculations crises because of gambling with the possibility of future increasing or decreasing price. There must be interest on debts even if a company makes loss. Some gaps in law lead to the problem of losing responsibility, which makes transfer of duties an option. Option like buying of shares with limited price to avoid increasing price in the future gives dealers the right to continue with or cancel the contract. Also, options contract can be selling of right regardless of the owners of the shares. These things lead to unstable standard used in dealings (Abdullah, 2006). Common shares in Islamic economic have rules. Every Islamic profit company has to apply these rules. Therefore, Islamic profit companies apply company’s law of the country but without neglecting any Islamic rule. It does not establish what if the company’s law goes against the Islamic rules. Its common shares mean sharing in investment. Selling common shares means sharing in a company’s investment. It may be involved in managing share like Moushraka or not managing like Modaraba. Also if it shares by Moushraka, then it will be for long term known as permanent Moushraka or for short term called decreasing Moushraka. This means Islamic companies can sell common shares for long term and short term due
Table 1. Asset lifecycle stage and banks strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset lifecycle stages</th>
<th>Banks strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introducing stage</td>
<td>Expansionism: as it will produce new asset if there is possible needs in market, enough resources, competition, and possibility to reduce cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth stage</td>
<td>Permeation: as it will promote the advantages of the assets to keep growth of profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity stage</td>
<td>Defense: as improving assets to keep profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall stage</td>
<td>Reparation: as releasing loss assets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Affects of profitability organization developing financial tools to finance their assets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative affect</th>
<th>Positive affect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selling bonds</td>
<td>*Possibility of transferring rights of loan and interest to competitors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Affected by negative affect of speculation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Financial marketing rules not allow the organization to sell bonds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks</td>
<td>*Possibility of transferring rights of loan and interest to competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Affected by negative speculation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Affect of increasing cost as changing of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Bank rules not allow the organization to get loan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing with other shareholders</td>
<td>Any unusual return is shared with shareholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy by credit</td>
<td>*Possibility of transferring rights of loan and interest to competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Companies rules against buying by credit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Effect of fixed rules:

1- Shareholders must not sell their common shares more than par value until liquidation of capital change from cash to other assets. It is a way to protect currency value by avoiding creation of money.
2- Managers can get wages but not part of net profit or can get just part of net profit; but for other shareholders who manage share they must take part of net profit. It is a way of protecting almost all shares by ordering the manager to do his best or not get revenue.
3- Any amount of net profit got by a company would be one of the rights of shareholders. This means undistributed profit must be given to shareholders. Therefore, every equity items are owned by shareholders making them to deserve part of the net profit.
4- Loss must be divided among all shareholders but not the amount of shares. This makes loss to be distributed among all sharers.
5- Net profit is distributed by the percentage the shareholders agree on. It takes sharers with different abilities to manage it.
6- Percentage of net profit distribution is decided during the signing of the contract of selling common shares. It prevents ignorance which may lead to problems.
7- Shareholders have the right to get revenue due to increasing value of net profit and asset up to market price regardless of historical value.
8- Interest is prohibited because of its negative effects.

Example: Suppose a company has common 300,000 shares and its value is up to net profit and market assets value; and other revenues are equal to $3,000,000. In order to finance new assets, it decides to sell new common shares of 300,000 to get $3,000,000. Every share will get 30% of revenue. Distribution of revenue will be as follows:

**First:** If the sharing is not limited by time (Permanent Moushraka) (Table 3).

**Second:** If the sharing is limited by time (Decreasing Moushraka):
Table 3. Permanent Moushraka calculated revenue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>All capital</th>
<th>Capital of old shareholders</th>
<th>Capital of new shareholders</th>
<th>Yearly revenue as profit and assets market price increasing</th>
<th>Revenue for new shareholders 30%</th>
<th>Revenue for old shareholders 70%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>600,000</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>420,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Decreasing Moushraka calculated revenue at case no loosing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>All capital</th>
<th>Capital of old shareholders</th>
<th>Capital of new shareholders</th>
<th>Yearly revenue as profit and assets market price increasing</th>
<th>Revenue for new shareholders 30% × Revenue</th>
<th>Revenue for old shareholders 70% × Revenue</th>
<th>Old shareholders will buy from their revenue 80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
<td>1,700,000</td>
<td>1,360,000 which minuses from new shareholders capital and add to old shareholders capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>4,360,000</td>
<td>1,640,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>2,100,000</td>
<td>1,680,000 which minuses from new shareholders capital and add to old shareholders capital as it will be more than 1,640,000 which it is the right of new shareholders. Old shareholders just buy 1,640,000 to own all capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>Zero</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Decreasing Moushraka calculated revenue at case there is losing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>All capital</th>
<th>Capital of old shareholders</th>
<th>Capital of new shareholders</th>
<th>Yearly revenue as profit and assets market price increasing</th>
<th>Revenue for new shareholders 30% × Revenue</th>
<th>Revenue for old shareholders 70% × Revenue</th>
<th>Old shareholders will buy from their revenue 80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
<td>1,700,000</td>
<td>1,360,000 which minuses from new shareholders capital and add to old shareholders capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>4,360,000</td>
<td>1,640,000</td>
<td>(-3,000,000) Loosing divide up to sharing in capital not as agree between shareholders</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>2,180,000</td>
<td>820,000</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
<td>4,200,000</td>
<td>But they just buy 820,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ex: Suppose a company sells common shares as decreasing Moushraka in a limited time. This means to buy new common shares from old shareholders’ revenue. This has to be the percent of buying 80% of old shareholders’ revenue (Table 3, 4). This means old shareholders had owned all capital after two years.

Third: If the sharing was limited by time and was lost (Table 5). New shareholders will lose from their capital: (New shareholders’ capital/ all capital) × Loss (1,640,000/6,000,000)= 819,999.9 × 3,000,000 Therefore, their capital becomes 820,000 Old shareholders will lose their capital: (New
shareholders’ capital/ all capital) × Lose (4,360,000 /6,000,000)= × 3,000,000

Therefore, their capital becomes 2,180,000
This mean rules may come from companies managing them. Practically, these rules will direct management of and accounting for profit.

Conclusion

The study showed that the problem came as a result of profit organizations developing financial tools strategy to maximize profit in open environment regardless of the community's rights and country's aims. Negative effect came as a result of ignorance of responsibility. This leads to weak monetary policy and financial policy. There is a way to increase the strategy advantage of organizations and reduce their disadvantages through limits. Limits can be used to decide speculation dealing and stages of financial tools of life cycle. But this is not enough. There must be law. Islamic profit companies as case study avoid bad effects of interest, responsibility ignorance and negative effects on country's aims by applying fixed and flexibility rules. Practically, Islamic profit companies apply these limits to sell their common shares. These limits have directed their accounting revenue, making it possible to control balance between all aims, practically.

RECOMMENDATION

The researcher recommended the studying of the effect of financial tools using Islamic profit companies as a case study. Then limits should be made to avoid negative effects, and practical rules should be made to avoid deflection between organizations with legal aims using strategy of profit organizations. This will lead to economic growth. This can be applied in accounting revenue either through net profit or by increasing assets. The researcher suggests model for controlling developing financial tools used in contract dealing with the following questions:

1- What are the fixed rules of contract that cannot be changed in developing financial tool? This will make contract legal and determine the rights and duties needed in any kind of contract in any environment.

2- What are the flexibility rules used to develop contract either by adding or reducing environmental risk conditions if the fixed rules of contract accept these conditions? This will make possible adjustment on the contract if the conditions are accepted.

3- What are the rules that control economic sectors for the protection of any community? This will give any country the ability to develop its financial tools in order to help its monetary policy or financial policy.
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